Abstract-In this paper we proposed a block cryptosystem based on 1d-k5 Chain C CA, by alternatively iterating left-and right-toggle chain rules, this kind of encryption is achieved by backward iteration and decryption is realized via forward iteration. From theory proof, we can ensure the security of the cryptosystem, and make mostly confusion and diffusion function. Experimant shows that this cryptosystem has a large key space and good scrambling effect and can resist brute attack and differential attack effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cellular automata(CA) are dynamical systems in which space and time are discrete. A Cellular automata consists of an array of cells, each of which can be in one of a finite number of possible states update synchronously in discrete time steps, according to local identical interaction rule.CA have been used as encrypting ways in the past.
Wolfram [1] first introduced the one-dimensional (1-D) Rule 30 CA as a pseudorandom number generator; additive extended CA were used for generating pseudorandom sequences in [2] and [9] ; Chowdhury [3] extended the theory of 1-D CA and proposed an M x N two dimensional (2-D) restricted vertical neighborhood (RVN) CA with a maximum length of 2^(log2m)(2^n-1); Cattell [4] constructed a (2^2n-1) long 2 X N hybrid CA with regular configuration, and demonstrated that 2-D CA performs, on average, better than 1-D linear hybrid CA. By nature, CAs are dynamic systems in which space and time are discrete and consist of limited states and the quality of the random numbers generated by CAs has not been well established. CAs used as random number generators (RNGs) are efficient but are far from ideal as RNGs for generating encryption keys.
In CA-based encryption studies, Guan [5] and Kari [6] designed a CA-based public-key cryptosystem in which encryption is performed by iterating the CA in the forward direction and decryption is achieved by iterating CA backward. Habutsu used an irreversible dynamic system to obtain ciphertext by the iteration of an inverse chaotic map from an initial point, which denotes a plaintext, and to decrypt via forward iteration. Gutowitz [8] pointed out that dynamics systems without predecessor cannot always be iterated backward thus such systems are not suitable for block cipher applications. Gutowitz [11] defined a "toggle" rule, and all toggle rules are irreversible. Using irreversible rules several ciphertexts can be generated for one plaintext via backward iteration. Without the knowledge of link information, this greatly increases the difficulty of finding the plaintext from multiple ciphertexts; during decryption, ciphertext can be uniquely determined with the deterministic system and its initial state. The Gutowitz's system has obvious shortcomings: when the toggle rules are used as the secret keys for cryptographic systems, the system fails to consider selecting proper rules. This inevitably results in the use of non-chaotic rules. Such rules and models based on them have fetal problem of short periodicity, and this is equivalent to using weak keys in cryptography. Cryptanalytic attack using known ciphertext thus becomes easier. To overcome the shortcomings of the cryptosystem proposed by Gutowitz [7] , we adopted chain rules to generate encryption keys. Similar to Data Encryption Standard (DES), this method uses chaotic CA to construct encryption algorithm with an S-box function. With the chaotic chain rules, encryption is realized by running the CA backward, and decryption is done by running the CA forward. Our method to some extend solves the difficult problem in cryptography International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Industrial Engineering (AIIE 2015) that cryptographic systems are required to be non-linear and irreversible. In addition, the chaotic nature in chain rules can help achieve maximally chaotic and diffusive effects.
II. DESIGN OF ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS
Wuensche directly describes the properties of CA dynamic systems using reverse algorithms to back iterate CA "basins of attraction" [10] . He points out that the chaotic CAs have lower convergent rate which is reflected by the fact that the number of basins of attraction barely increases with increasing number of systems, indicating that the increases states are all distributed on a single transient tree without branches and that the period of basin of attraction becomes longer. Wuensche defined a class of chain rules which are maximally chaotic CA rules. These chain rules have toggle property and have only one predecessor, and all the predecessors form a 'chain', indicating the period of states become longer. We use a 1-D five neighborhood chain rule CA. The status of five cells at time t is denoted by a^t_i-2, …. A^t_i+2, during forward iteration, the next state a^(t+1)_i of a^(t)_i can be described by the following:
For a chain rule with left-toggle property, changing the value of the leftmost cell of thearray results in the inverse of the original value, which can be described by the following formula:
For a CA with only '0' and '1' two statuses and both (1) and (2) are satisfied, its reverse iteration can be expressed by the following:
Proof:
If a CA has 0 and 1 two statuses only, there are only two relationships between a^(t+1)_i and a^(t)_(i-2):
1. When a^(t)_(i-2) = a^(t+1)_i, formula (3) can be obtained from (1); 2. When a^(t)_(i-2) ≠ a^(t+1)_i, now a^(t)_(i-2) = 1-a^(t+1)_i and a^(t+1)_(i) = 1-a^(t)_(i-2), thus formula (3) can be obtained from (2) . Proof completed.
From formula (3), if the statuses of a^t(i-1), a^t(i), a^t(i+1), a^t(i+2) at time t and status of a^(t+1)_(i) at time t+1 are known, the status of a^t(i-2) at time t can be uniquely determined. This proves that this class of CA can be reversely back iterated. The current algorithm is an iterative block cipher algorithm with 128-bit block and 128-bit symmetric keys; a 1-D 5-neighborhood chaotic chain rule, similar to DES' non-linear cryptographic function, is used to encrypt plaintext by backward iteration of the chain rules and to decrypt ciphertext via forward iteration. Diffusion and confusion are achieved by iterating chain rules CA alternatively with left-and right-toggle properties for a total of 16 times. The key space and plaintext space are both 2^128, which is large enough to resist brute-force attack.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Diffusion analysis
The diffusion and confusion functions are achieved by alternatively iterating 16 times the left-and right-toggle chain rules CA. We analyze the error propagation of ciphertext by plaintext with a fixed key and the error propagation by key with fixed plaintext:
A. Error propagation with a fixed key
We set all 128 bits to zero, change any one of them (from 0 to 1), and finally, compare the differences between altered ciphertext and the original one. The figure below shows the errors between the input plaintext and output ciphertext. 
FIGURE II. NUMBER OF ERRORS IN CIPHERTEXT VS. ERROR POSITION IN KEY
The figure1 above shows that the changed bits in the plaintext correspond to the number of differences. For example, the change from 0 to 1 of the 111st bit in plaintext results in a change of maximum 82 bits in its corresponding ciphertext; change of the 98th bit results in the change of minimum 52 bits; on average, errors are 63.72 if any of 128 bits is changed. The average number of about half of 128 indicates that the proposed scheme has fairly good diffusion property with a fixed key.
B. Error propagation with fixed plaintext
The error propagation of ciphertext with fixed plaintext refers to the effect of change of any bit of the key. We set all 128-bit plaintext to 1 and the key to 128-bit 0.
From the figure 2 above, we learn that the number of errors in the ciphertext is 48 if the 51st bit of the key changes from 0 to 1; similarly the change of 32nd bit in the key results in a total of 78 bits change in the ciphertext. On average, a change of single bit in the key causes a change of about 63 bits in the ciphertext, and this number indicates good diffusion property.
C. Differential cryptanalysis
The proposed scheme has 2^127 fixed differential values for a set of 128-bit plaintext (without considering the situation of bit 128 is zero). For each fixed differential value, there are corresponding 2^128 output values. Therefore, the computation for the differential values of a plaintext is 2^128, and the total computation for all 128-bit plaintext is 128 X 2^128 = 2^135. 
D. Image encryption
IV. SUMMARY
In this method, we use chaotic CA to construct a block cryptosystem. Encryption is achieved by backward iteration and decryption is realized via forward iteration. Experimental Analysis shows that diffusion and confusion properties are maximally achieved while strong encryption is maintained. In addition, the proposed scheme can best resist differential attacks and exhaustive plaintext and key searches.
